ABSTRACT
This application note describes the implementation and integration of energy metering into a TI ZigBee Stack (Z-Stack™) using the CC2538 platform. The CC2538 is a SmartRF ZigBee system-on-chip solution from TI which offers a powerful ARM (Cortex-M3) core along with IEEE 802.15.4 ZigBee radio. This document discusses the implementation of single-phase metering which can be extended to three-phase metering also as the CC2538 offers more than a sufficient number of ADC channels required for the same. This design also uses the MSP430G2955, a value line family MCU, which drives the display and stores the metering data in EEPROM.
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1 Introduction

Z-Stack™ is a ZigBee-certified stack from TI, available at the [TI website](http://www.ti.com), as a free download. It is running on the ZigBee system-on-chip (SOC) radio-CC2538. TI Z-Stack, with a combination of CC2538, is a ZigBee-certified and compliant platform by ZigBee Alliance, also listed on the [ZigBee](http://www.zigbee.org) organization website.

In this document the hardware and software design for single-phase metering implementation and integration with Z-Stack is discussed in detail. The reader is expected to have a basic fundamental understanding of the ZigBee standard and the ZigBee network entities along with energy metering fundamentals. Examples use the CC2538-based (ZigBee SOC) LPRF module as ZigBee radio and metering controller along with the MSP430G2955 (value line MCU) as a display driver and metering data storage manager.

2 System Requirements

This section details the hardware and software system requirements.

2.1 Hardware

Table 1 lists the required hardware tools and their functional descriptions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Device</th>
<th>Tool</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CC2538 low-power RF module</td>
<td>CC2538EMK</td>
<td>This tool is flashed with TI Z-Stack. It takes care of the physical, MAC, and networking layer of the ZigBee network and energy metering.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSP430G2955 value line MCU</td>
<td>MSP430G2955IPW28 on CC2538 display module, Rev 2</td>
<td>This MCU acts as a display driver for configuring and driving the LCD glass on the board. This MCU also stores the measured metering data into EEPROM.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC2538 mother board</td>
<td>CC2538EVM Rev 2</td>
<td>This hardware platform has all the ADC frontend circuitry along with an RF EMK connector to mount the CC2538EMK. This board also has a simple, yet powerful, isolated SMPS on board based on the TPS28722, sourcing the entire circuitry from main power.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sniffer tool</td>
<td>CC2531EMK</td>
<td>This tool is used along with the packet sniffer software tool to sniff and analyze the communication over the air between the radios.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2 Software

Table 2 contains the required software tools and their functional descriptions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CC2538 low-power RF module</td>
<td>TI Z-Stack</td>
<td>The modified Z-Stack is flashed on to the CC2538 SOC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSP430G2955 value line MCU</td>
<td>Software LCD glass display driver and data storage in EEPROM</td>
<td>This software runs from the value line MCU and drivers and configures the LCD glass using GPIOs. The MCU communicates to CC2538 over UART using a defined command set. The MCU is also responsible for storing the measured metering data in to EEPROM interfaced over PC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compiler IDE (IAR or CCS)</td>
<td>Development environment</td>
<td>This IDE tool is used to develop, debug and compile the application code and Z-Stack code.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sniffer tool (TI packet sniffer or Ubiqua)</td>
<td>PC tool for sniffing the over-the-air ZigBee packets</td>
<td>This tool is used to sniff and analyze the communication packets over the air between the radios.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Z-Stack is a trademark of Texas Instruments.
ZigBee is a registered trademark of ZigBee Alliance.
All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
3 Design Procedure

This section details the hardware and software configuration and discusses the meter main board and the LCD glass display.

3.1 Hardware Configuration

Figure 1 shows the overall architecture of the design.

There are 2 PCB boards in the design. One is the meter main board, the other being the LCD glass display board.
As shown in Figure 2, the meter main board features the following:
1. RF EMK connectors for mounting the CC2538EM module
2. ADC frontend
3. ADC voltage reference generator
4. Push buttons
5. UART communication port
6. Power supply

The LCD glass display board contains the following:
1. MSP430G2955 value line 28-pin MCU
2. LCD glass (Pie Electronics: part code 5951)
3. UART communication port
4. AT24C512 EEPROM (512KB)

3.1.1 Meter Main Board
The CC2538 is a system-on-chip solution for ZigBee which has integrated the powerful Cortex M3 core. There are many other peripherals integrated inside. The peripherals used in this design are:
1. 12-bit ADC with configurable resolution (3 channels used: total channels = 16)
2. UART communication ports (1 channel used: total channels = 2)
3. General purpose I/O pins (4 I/Os used: total I/Os = 32)
3.1.1.1 **RF EMK Connectors**

RF EMK connectors are included to mount the CC2538EM board. The pins of the connectors then subsequently connect to the respective interfaces. For a longer range, the CC2592 (a 2.4-GHz band power amplifier IC from TI) can be used. The CC2538 + CC2592EM board also fits on this RF EMK connector. These connectors allow the design to be neat and modular when debugging and developing.

3.1.1.2 **ADC Frontend**

To measure any analog signal, an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) is needed. Each ADC has a certain set of characteristics which define its usage for a specific measurement application. Some characteristics include the following:

1. Architecture (sigma-delta/SAR, and so forth)
2. Polarity (bipolar/unipolar)
3. Differential or single ended
4. Resolution (number of bits of output/ENOB)
5. Input full scale range (mV/V)
6. SINAD
7. Reference voltage (internal/external, ppm/Co, voltage)

In a typical energy meter, all the measurement is done through the supplied voltage and current signal. Since both the signals are AC in nature, a bipolar/differential ADC with a minimum resolution of 10 bits, good SINAD and reference voltage ppm, and internal PGA should work.

Conventional energy meters require a high dynamic range in voltage (140 V to 300 V) and current (200 mA to 120 A); therefore, the ADC characteristics become critical. For such applications, TI’s MSP430 family, Sigma Delta ADC (SD_16 and SD_24) are the right fit.

For the lower dynamic range metering applications, a 12-bit ADC would also work.

The CC2538 is a 12-bit ADC with 16 single-ended and 8-differential channels. It is a unipolar ADC; therefore, it can only sample the positive signal levels (that is, more than the ground (0 V) level). To measure the full AC signal, level shifters are used to shift the signal to a certain voltage also act as the reference voltage for the ADC. The schematic in Figure 3 and Figure 4 show how the voltage and current signal are connected to the CC2538 ADC channels, ensuring the full input scale range utilization. As evident in the schematic, the input signal of voltage and current is first fed to a SHUNT/BURDEN resistance (R21 and R44 in the current channel and R15 in the voltage channel) and the drop (mV) across that resistance is then level shifted using a single-level op-amp (LM321).
In this case, the shunt values are selected for the following dynamic range:
1. Voltage: 180 V to 290 V
2. Current: 200 mA to 30 A

The value of shunts comes to 3 kΩ for voltage and 20 Ω for current, considering a 1:2500 turns CT ratio, also shown in the figures.

3.1.1.3 ADC Voltage Reference Generator

The LM321 shifts the input signal from the shunt to the VREF voltage fed from the LM4041 voltage reference generator. The LM4041 is an extremely stable external voltage reference and is also connected to the CC2538 pin number 23 (PA7) by shorting the jumper (VREF) on the board. The voltage reference is 1.23 V, the ADC full scale range comes to 2.5 V. This full-scale range defines the selection of the shunt value as the minimum signal to be measured should also be detected and visible to ADC. Separate voltage reference generators are used to eliminate the cross channel overloading leading to the reflection of one signal into other channels. The user is free to optimize the ADC front end connections using a different approach.
### 3.1.1.4 Push Buttons

Four buttons are connected to the CC2538, allowing different functional associations to each one, depending on the end-use case. Each button has a jumper to enable and disable it, as needed.

The switches are used for the following functions:
1. Switch-1: port B pin 2 (PB2) – display parameter scroll-up
2. Switch-2: port B pin 3 (PB3) – display parameter scroll-down
3. Switch-3: port B pin 4 (PB4) – self calibration of the meter
4. Switch-4: port A Pin 6 (PA6) – future use

### 3.1.1.5 UART Communication Port

From the communication capability perspective, the CC2538 has 2-UART’s, 2-SPI, and 1-I^2^C port in it. One UART port communicates with the LCD display board. Jumper LCD_MP connects the LCD display board to CC2538’s UART-RXD and UART-TXD along with the supply (Vcc) and ground pin. The UART peripheral is mapped to port D, pin 0 and 1, with PD0 being the RXD and PD1 being the TXD pins, respectively.

### 3.1.1.6 Power Supply

The power supply on the main board is an isolated SMPS based on UCC28722, which is a low-cost CVCC flyback controller with primary-side regulation for bipolar power. The UCC28722 provides an isolated-output constant-voltage (CV) and constant-current (CC) output regulation without the use of an optical coupler. The device processes information from the primary power switch and an auxiliary flyback winding for precise control of output voltage and current. This SMPS can easily source 200-mA constant current at 5 V. It powers both the boards through the TPS73633 – a low dropout regulator with a very low quiescent current (0.4 mA) and a very low RMS noise voltage.

### 3.1.2 LCD Glass Display Board

In general, all the energy meters have a display in them. The display may be an LCD glass or a 7-segment LED display, or even a graphical dot-matrix display. The integrated LCD driver in the metering SOC chip is a definite advantage and is now commonly used. The CC2538 is not a metering SOC, but it has a huge amount of processing power and integrated peripherals, which can be used to implement applications like energy metering, as done in this case. But the CC2538 doesn’t have an integrated LCD driver; therefore, an external LCD driver is needed to drive the LCD glass. This design uses the MSP430 value line MCU as the LCD glass driver. This provides the great advantage of having a scalable, general-purpose, feature-intensive LCD module.

Figure 5. MSP430-Based LCD Display Board
3.1.2.1 **MSP430G2955 Value Line 28-Pin MCU**

The MSP430G2955 is used to drive the LCD glass. This MCU communicates with CC2538 to query the data and then display it on the LCD glass. MSP430 also manages the data locally by storing it in external memory. At power up, the MCU reads the data from EEPROM and displays it on the LCD glass until it gets the updated values from CC2538. As soon as the updated values are received by the CC2538 they are updated on display and memory.

3.1.2.2 **LCD Glass (PIE Electronics: Part Code 5951)**

The LCD glass used in this design has been exclusively developed by Pie Electronics. This glass has 27 pins, hence it needs an MCU with a minimum of 27 GPIO's. With 4 COM lines and 23 segment lines the glass has 92 segments to display lot of information.

3.1.2.3 **UART Communication Port**

The meter main board MCU (CC2538) communicates with the LCD Display board on UART. The UART baud rate is 9600. The command protocol being used is a proprietary protocol mentioned in Appendix A of this document.

3.1.2.4 **AT24C512 EEPROM (512KB)**

This board has a 512KB EEPROM interfaced to the MSP430 on I^2^C. All the queried data from the metering MCU (CC2538) is stored and maintained in this EEPROM by MSP430. There is more than sufficient memory capacity to store the entire data of a single-phase meter including the energy consumption, billing, load survey, tamper log data, and TOD too.

3.2 **Software Configuration**

Software development is as complex as hardware development. The main components of the hardware on both the boards are as mentioned below:

**Meter Main Board:**
1. ZigBee network communication
2. Metering
3. UART communication
4. GPIO interrupts

**LCD Glass display board has:**
1. LCD glass driver
2. UART communication
3. EEPROM interface
3.2.1 Meter Main Board

The meter main board software runs on the CC2538. The foundation software used is TI's ZigBee Stack (Z-Stack), version 2.6.0. TI Z-Stack is free to download from the TI website. After downloading and installing the Z-Stack part-wise folders are found having respective sets of examples which are very comprehensive and give a great head start for end-application development.

The TI Z-Stack is based on operating system abstraction layer (OSAL). Before reading this document TI recommends reading the OSAL API and ZigBee developer’s guide for clear understanding of the code written and integrated with Z-Stack.

This design uses the example workspace/project of SE profile with simple metering-router as a project. This project is found at the following location inside the installed Z-Stack folder.

C:\Texas Instruments\Z-Stack Energy 1.1.0\Projects\Z-Stack\SE\SampleApp\CC2538

![Figure 6. IAR Workspace Look Up](image)

In the simple metering router project, there are different code file folders for respective layers of the ZigBee stack.

3.2.1.1 ZigBee Network Communication

The Z-Stack running on the CC2538 takes care of the ZigBee networking. In the simple metering-router example, the CC2538 is configured in the simple meter role as per the smart energy profile. In OSAL, each task needs to be initialized and assigned a unique taskID. Each task is then initialized with unique events with the unique bit location. When an event occurs, it is easily identified by the respective event flag. An event can occur due to interrupt or may also be triggered by some other layer of stack or may be periodic poll. As a part of the initialization in the simplemeter_init function, the Z-Stack is configured with all the related parameters. Then the unique taskID of simple metering router (simpleMeterTaskID) is registered with the OSAL. Figure 7 shows the tree flow of the function.
The events registered with `simpleMeterTaskID` are:

1. `SIMPLEMETER_IDENTIFY_TIMEOUT_EVT` (0x0001)
2. `SIMPLEMETER_UPDATE_TIME_EVT` (0x0002)
3. `SIMPLEMETER_KEY_ESTABLISHMENT_REQUEST_EVT` (0x0004)
4. `SIMPLEMETER_REPORT_ATTRIBUTE_EVT` (0x0008)
5. `SIMPLEMETER_CONNECTED_EVT` (0x0010)

For the periodic trigger of the OSAL event for a specific task, initiate an OSAL timer with the defined time interval. For example, the `osal_start_timerEx()` function initializes an OSAL timer for `SIMPLEMETER_UPDATE_TIME_EVT` in `simpleMeterTaskID` for the time duration of `SIMPLEMETER_UPDATE_TIME_PERIOD`, which is 1 second. So this event is triggered after each 1 second in the respective taskID. Similarly for other taskIDs, the respective events can be defined and initiated. One important thing to keep in mind is that the lower the taskID, the higher the priority it has in OSAL. Hence, if a new task is initialized then it should ensure proper priority of the taskID depending on its use. The OSAL event can also be initiated by using the function `osal_set_event()`, passing the respective taskID and event ID. These events for the respective taskID are serviced in the respective event loop functions. The respective event loop functions are initialized and defined as shown in Figure 8.

Event loop functions can be used where the conditional qualification of the event is needed. The correct initialization of the taskID and registering of respective ZigBee parameters is critical for the ZigBee networking as per the desired profile and role for registered data clusters.

### 3.2.1.2 Metering

When implementing the metering, the ADC peripheral needs to be initialized first, and correctly. The CC2538 ADC supports up to 12-bit resolution. For this design, ADC channel 0(AIN0), 2(AIN2), and 4(AIN4) are used in the single-ended configuration. The level-shifted voltage and current signal are sampled by the ADC channels and then on the samples of the respective channel, the metering parameters are calculated. Figure 8 illustrates the code flow.
After initializing the ADC peripheral, the metering taskID is created by `MeteringTaskID`. All the metering-related work is done through this taskID. The unique events initialized for this taskID are:

1. METERING_MEASUREMENT_EVT (0x0001)
2. METERING_PARAMETERS_UPDATE_EVT (0x0002)
3. METERING_MEM_UPDATE_EVT (0x0004)

The METERING_MEM_UPDATE_EVT is registered with an OSAL timer of 1 second, to periodically trigger. On successfully initializing the ADC, The ADC interrupt is registered with the interrupt handler (`adcinthandler`), which is called on completion of a single sampling cycle. In `adcinthandler()`, the channel switching is done and the sampled values are stored in the respective channel sample accumulation register for RMS value calculation. In the serial sequential manner, the channel sampling is done in each channel from AIN0, AIN2 and AIN4. Each channel is sampled for 2048 samples and then METERING_MEASUREMENT_EVT is triggered using the `osal_set_event()` function.

### 3.2.1.3 UART Communication

The CC2538 does not have an integrated LCD driver and hence cannot drive an LCD glass. The MSP430 driving the LCD glass in this design is sent the measured data to be displayed on UART by the CC2538. The CC2538 sends the measured data in the packet with a unique ID for each parameter to MSP430. The CC2538 also alerts the switch press event for parameter scroll through the unique ID data packet. This command response is proprietary (see Appendix A), and can be easily expanded for adding more parameters to be displayed on the LCD display. The function for initializing the UART on CC2538 is by name: `displayuart_init()`. The interrupt handler for UART is by name: `UART0IntHandler()`. The UART is configured for:

1. Baud Rate: 9600
2. Hardware control: None
3. Parity bit: 1
4. Data bits: 7
3.2.1.4 **GPIO Interrupts**

The GPIO in CC2538 can be configured as an interrupt source for any specific functionality or event indication. Four switches are used for different use-configuration. Switch 1 is used for display scroll event, the other 3 switches are for user-defined purposes. These interrupt events are checked and serviced in the `Hal_ProcessEvent()` function.

3.2.2 **LCD Glass Display Board**

The display board uses an on-board MSP430G2955 to drive the LCD glass and manage the data storage on EEPROM. This MSP430 has 38 pins with a lot of peripherals integrated inside. The UART and I\(^2\)C communication peripheral is used along with GPIOs. This MSP430 drives a 27-pin LCD glass and 512KB EEPROM from ATMEL for storing the measured data by CC2538 periodically sent over UART.

3.2.2.1 **LCD Glass Driver**

The 27-pin LCD glass is a 4-mux LCD glass with 92 segment support. The 4-COM lines of LCD glass are connected to GPIO and are periodically configured as output and input for driving the related/corresponding segment on the glass. The display parameter is updated periodically, after 5 seconds. The timer inside the MSP430 has been configured for a 1-ms interval and is used to generate the desired waveform and keep the time schedule. For details on pin connection, signal waveform, and code for driving the glass, please refer to *Software Glass LCD Driver Based on MSP430 MCU* (SLAA516A).

3.2.2.2 **UART Communication**

The MSP430 has 2 USCI machines which can be configured into UART/SPI/I\(^2\)C. In this design, the USCI_A is configured for UART. To simplify the display board layout, software I\(^2\)C for EEPROM using GPIOs is implemented. Use the USCI_B for I\(^2\)C interface for EEPROM communication and control. The data received over UART, as per the predefined communication protocol in Appendix A, is displayed after filtering the data payload for the corresponding unique ID. The configuration of UART port is as follows:

1. Baud Rate: 9600
2. Hardware Control: None
3. Parity bit: 1
4. Data bits: 7

3.2.2.3 **EEPROM Interface**

The EPPROM on this board is interfaced in GPIOs and is communicated using software I\(^2\)C. MSP430 periodically stores the data on EEPROM as when updated and received by CC2538 over UART. In existing code, only basic parameters (voltage, current, and active energy) are implemented, this can be expanded for all the power, energy, and metering parameters, including the billing and load survey data. The size of the EEPROM used in the design is 512KB which is more than sufficient to store the 60 days of load survey and tamper data. Due to the lack of GPIO, the control of the write protect pin on MSP430 has not been implemented; therefore, the WP pin of EEPROM is latched to the supply pin.
4 Application

Figure 9 and Figure 10 illustrate the application code flow for the MSP430 and CC2538.

Figure 9. MSP430: Application Code Flow
Figure 10. CC2538: Application Code Flow
5 Test Tools

For over-the-air communication testing and debugging, the following tools are used:

- Texas Instruments: Smart-RF Packet Sniffer: Packet Sniffer
- Ubilogix: Ubiqua Protocol Sniffer

As an example, Figure 11 is a screenshot of Ubiqua showing the data communication happening between coordinator and router. The energy meter (CC2538) acting as router gets associated with another CC2538 acting as coordinator. The router then periodically reports the cumulative active energy (cumulative kWh) as soon as there is an increment in the energy.

![Figure 11. Ubiqua Sniffer Log: Network Association and Authentication by Meter](ubilogix.com)
Figure 12. Ubiqua Sniffer Log: Metering Attributes Reporting by Meter
Appendix A

UART Packet from CC2538 to MSP430 for updating the measured values on display and memory:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SOF</th>
<th>Command ID</th>
<th>Attribute ID-1</th>
<th>Attribute ID-2</th>
<th>Length Byte</th>
<th>Data Bytes</th>
<th>CRC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**SOF**: Start of Flag: Start of packet indication. Its value is fixed to 0xFE.

**Command ID**: Indicates the type of command packet. For example 0x07 indicates the packet has data to be updated on display, and 0x08 indicates the packet has data to be updated in memory and similarly 0x09 indicates the packet has data to be updated on memory and display both.

**Attribute ID-1**: Indicates the type of data. For example 0x23 is for cumulative active energy, 0x24 is for phase voltage and 0x25 is for phase current

**Attribute ID-2**: Indicates the phase number/import or export for phase parameters and active energy, respectively

**Length Byte**: Indicates the size of the data payload

**Data Bytes**: Actual data payload

**CRC**: Cyclic redundancy Check for error correction and error free communication
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